MODEL 65026: HALF BED EXTENSION

PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HBF</td>
<td>Half Bed Frame</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBC</td>
<td>Half Bed Cushion</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOOLS AND HARDWARE REQUIRED

- Large Phillips head screwdriver if changing the table.

HALF BED FRAME (HBF) & STANDARD POSITION

**SEC 1.1**

Half Bed Frame (HBF) bottom view

Seat the Half Bed Frame in a horizontal position, with the tongues under neath the trailer wing and the stops to the exterior side of the trailer frame.

**SEC 1.2**

Half Bed Frame (HBF) side view

Place Half Bed Frame in position #1 as shown in SEC 1.1 by sliding the tongues through the slots in the tent floor and under the trailer wing.

**Note:** Use caution when inserting and positioning the Half Bed Frame. Some wear and abrasion will occur in the location where the frame and stops rub against the tent floor material.

SEC 1.3

SEC 1.4

Place the Half Bed Cushion (HBC) on the Half Bed Frame. Connect it to the large bed cushion using the velcro flap.

**Note:** The tent floor will be positioned between the stops and the exterior side of the trailer frame. Some wear and abrasion will occur. Minimize wear by lifting stops away from trailer frame before adjusting.
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SEC 2.1 ADDITIONAL HALF BED EXTENSION CONFIGURATIONS
Additional Half Bed Extensions can be used to enlarge the bed size. Standard purchase configuration includes one (1) Half Bed Extension as shown in position #1.

SEC 2.2
One additional Half Bed Extension can be placed in position #2 to make a double bed.

SEC 2.3
One additional Half bed Extension can also be used as a seat back at position #1.

SEC 2.4
One additional Half Bed Extension can also be placed in position #3.

Note: See SEC 3.1 for seat back instructions.

Note: The table position will need to be adjusted for this configuration. See SEC 4.1 for table adjusting instructions. Note: A Phillips head screwdriver is needed to adjust table.

Note: Other configurations possible.

Note: The table position will need to be adjusted for this configuration. See SEC 4.1 for table adjusting instructions. Note: A Phillips head screwdriver is needed to adjust table.

Note: See SEC 3.1 for seat back instructions.
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SEC 3.1 SEAT BACK CONFIGURATION
Additional Half Bed Extensions can be used as seat backs. Slide additional Half Bed Frame’s (HBF) tongues into already seated HBF’s seat brackets.

SEC 3.2
Place additional HBC against HBF as shown

SEC 4.1 TABLE ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
If Half Bed Extensions are used only in positions #1 and #2 the table should remain in position #A as shown below.

SEC 4.2
If Half Bed Extensions are used in positions #1, #2, #3, and #4 the table will need to be repositioned to #B.

SEC 4.3
Using a Phillips head screwdriver remove the screw as shown below. Pivot the table to position #B as shown in SEC 4.4.

SEC 4.4
Replace the screw securely.